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First rule of cross-examination

Never ask a question 

if you don’t know the 

answer!



What is the ‘long tail’?

 ‘…the statistical property that a larger 

share of population rests within the tail of a 

probability distribution than observed 

under a 'normal' or Gaussian distribution’

(Wikipedia)

 Chris Anderson’s two imperatives: 

 (i) make everything available; 

 (ii) help me find it.’ (The Long Tail, 2006, 217)

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Statistical
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Probability_distribution
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaussian_distribution


Long tail economics -

Key elements 

1. replacement of a finite/partial inventory 

(shelf space) with a near-infinite 

inventory made possible by Internet 

distribution 

2. reduction of transaction costs

3. good search facilities 

 often +  recommendations



Resulting ‘long tail’ economics

 If the previous 3 conditions key apply, then:
 Majority of demand for content shifts from the head of 

the sales volume/content distribution curve (the ‘hit 
parade’) to less popular items 

 Some small level of sales (demand) continues for 
virtually all items in the inventory (ie the long tail) 

 With low transaction and inventory costs, all sales in 
the long tail can also be profitable

 Examples: iTunes, Amazon, many others

 Relevant to free access to legal information?
 Not as economics (no sales), only as behaviours

 What behaviours might share ‘long tail’ conditions?



Could this be relevant to 

free access to law?

Long Tail Conditions

 near-infinite inventory

 reduction of 

transaction costs

 good search facilities 

 recommendations

Free Access to Law

 Publication of all cases by 
a Court

 Automated receipt; low 
distribution cost; free 
access (extreme case)

 Good: Free text 
searching and relevance 
ranking (cf book indexes)

 Citations are user-
supplied; little crowd-
sourcing as yet



Where might we find long tails?

1 Usage (accesses)

With unlimited & convenient 
access to all cases:

 will accesses still 
concentrate on a small 
number of very popular 
cases? OR

 will users access a very 
wide variety of cases? +
 will almost all available 

cases receive some 
access, or just a large 
number? 

2 Citations

With ubiquitous availability:

 will subsequent authors 

of cases only cite a small 

range of older cases? OR

 will very many cases 

receive some citation by 

later cases?

(are most cases orphans?)



What counts as a good example 

set for testing purposes?

 A LII needs to have (for Court/series):

 Comprehensive coverage of all cases; 

 The only significant free access location for those 

cases (so as to hold all access statistics); 

 Reliable access logs;

 A citator showing citation of those cases by most 

significant sources of such citations;

 (Ideally) data on accesses and/or citations before and 

after ubiquitous availability.



AustLII’s choices for testing

- 2 seemed to satisfy conditions…

Federal Court of Aust. 

(FCA) 1977-

 AustLII has held all 38K FCA 

cases since 1995

 Only free-access source

 By far the most-used source 

(3 x commercials)

 Highest Aust. Court access 

rate

 LawCite includes most cases 

citing FCA cases

English Reports (ER) 

1220-1873

 CommonLII has held all 

125K ER cases since 2008 

(3 years) thanks to Justis

 Only free access source

 Unsure if the most-used 

source of ERs (eg Justis)

 LawCite is not yet 

comprehensive for cases 

citing ERs



Federal Court of Australia

 Most accessed court: 3.2M accesses in 2010 



Federal Court of Australia

 Problem with reliability of data 
 Early FCA cases did not have neutral citations of form 

‘[1999] FCA 203’

 These were later applied retrospectively

 Result is that access statistics are difficult to extract until recent 
years when neutral citation was applied

 Without neutral citations, citations in later cases to early FCA 
cases not reported in law reports (ie long tail) cannot be tracked 
(‘unreported’s)

 Any web spidering of cases (eg ‘rouge’ Google spiders) 
muddies data on ‘real’ accesses

 More effective blocking of spidering in recent years

 So only for last couple of years are FCA access and citation 
data fully useful for our purpose

 ‘Seemed like a good idea at the time’



Access to FCA in 2010 (I)

2010 accesses by year of cases accessed - NOT informative

Long tail look-alike: new cases are briefly very popular 



Access to FCA in 2010 (ii)

2010 FCA accesses by year normalised by number of documents



Access to FCA in 2010 (iii)

31565 FCA case with 7 or more accesses in 2010

Can’t yet determine % where only accesses were spidered; can’t go

lower than 7 accesses; 3.2 M total FCA accesses



Citation of FCA data - all sources

 For all 34.4K FCA cases since 1997:
 17626 cases (50%) have never been subsequently 

cited (ie 50% of FCA cases seem to be orphans)
 Note: limits in data quality mentioned earlier

 16796 (50%) of 34422 have at least one citation
 317 cases have more than 100 citations

 3250 cases have more than 10 citations

 13221 cases have 1-10 citations

 Result: No infinite long tail of citation, but is 50% 
of all cases a ‘long-ish’ tail?



Citation of FCA since 1997

Citations of FCA decisions, by year of decision - NOT very useful



Citation of FCA 1997-2010 (ii)

All citation of FCA cases (16796 with at least one citation)

- Approx 50% of all FCA cases were cited: long(ish) tail



FCA cases (317) with over 100 citations (all sources & periods)

-the long(ish) tail continues for another 16,500 cases

- the segment seems to share the ‘fractal’ quality of the whole tail

Citation of FCA 1997-2010 (iii)



English Reports 1220-1873

 Access data - via CommonLII logs

 Citation data - via LawCite

http://www.austlii.edu.au/cgi-bin/LawCite?cit=EngR&party1=&party2=&court=&juris=&article=&author=&year1=&year2=&synonyms=on&filter=on&cases-cited=&legis-cited=&section=&large-search-ok=1&sort-order=cited


Cases with 100 or more accesses (2,727), by individual cases

26,492 of 124,882 ER decisions have 20 or more accesses

95,663 ER decisions were not accessed during this period

After 2.5 years, the ‘tail’ of ER access is only 20% of all cases

Access to English Reports 
(Oct 2008 - May 2011)



Citations of English Reports
All sources, all periods

 Citations known to LawCite of English Reports cases
 Citations are from all sources (cases and journals on 12 LIIs) 

available to LawCite, from cases in all periods held

 Citations are from about 1.5 million cases and 150K articles

 Little data from some common law countries, and data is very 
patchy from 1880-1980 for most common law jurisdictions

 Can best be regarded as extensive, not comprehensive

 Most cited case: 777 citations - top cases are well known



Citations of English Reports

 Just in case anyone asks about Henderson…



Citations of English Reports

All sources, all periods

 Citations from the data known to LawCite
 LawCite records are held for 96,162 ER cases 

 13313 ER decisions have at least 1 citation

 7336 of 13313 decisions have only 1 citation

 13015 of 13313 decisions have 5 or less citations

 Approx. 90% of all EngR cases have no known citations

 If 13K EngR cases have been cited somewhere (using 
our limited data), is this still a ‘long-ish’ tail of citations?

 Will ‘ubiquitous availability’ changed citation practices?
 Extracting only post-2008 citations was not yet possible

 We cannot yet compare citation practices only post-2008, when 
English Reports became available on CommonLII



Citations of English Reports

All sources, all periods

Citations of EngRs by decade (Not full decades: 1220-1570, 1870)

Not surprising? - Late 19th century cases are cited most often 



Citations of English Reports

1 or more; all sources, all periods

ER decisions with at least 1 citation (13313)



Citations of English Reports

Over 5; all sources, all periods

ER decisions with more than 5 citations (298)
Even the ‘head’ data seems to show the fractal characteristic
of the same shaped (‘long tail’) distribution



Conclusions / Lessons

 We believe such research can be valuable

 It can demonstrate the value of providing more 

comprehensive sets of case law than other publishers

 It may indicate new services we can provide to users

 AustLII’s research was premature (data problems)

 Access logs are valuable assets, and LIIs need to make sure 

they are well-kept over the long-term

 Citation data is essential in relation to cases

 Our results were inconclusive, but indicative of long(ish) tail 

behaviours in relation to both accesses and citations



Our take-home message

 Other LIIs may be more successful

 Careful choice of Courts/series to investigate is 

crucial

 Any LII collaborating  in WorldLII can use LawCite to 

do research on citation histories of their cases

 Research is not cross-examination

 Sometimes we have to ask questions when we don’t 

know the answers

 But it is better to have a rough idea before sending off 

a conference abstract …


